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Abstract.
J. F. P. Hudson [4] proved that "concordance" implies "isotopy". In this paper we show that the n-parameter version of Hudson's result

cannot be true without some restrictions. Assuming Milieu's result [6], we
can determine a specific dimension where the n-parameter version fails. We
rely on Kan fibrations and geometric techniques such as the Alexander trick.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. One is to present a theorem which
will be a basis for a forthcoming paper [2]. The other is to show that the
semisimplicial complex S(/ X L,I X Mm rel U) is not contractible, which is a
corollary of our theorem by assuming Millett's result [6].
Although our main theorem will be generalized in a future paper, the
present paper is written separately because the generalization depends on the
results of this paper, and the method used there does not simplify the present
situation.
We adopt notations in [1] and assume the reader's familiarity with basic
works such as [5] and [7], We work in the piecewise linear (PL) category
exclusively, and all maps, embeddings, etc. are understood to be PL.
Let Mm = Cl (Dn - U,1, D"), where D"'s are mutually disjoint convex ncells in Int A". The manifold M0 = D". Let A be a convex 1-cell connecting
a point p of 3 D" to another pm of 3 D^ without intersecting any Int D".
Unless otherwise specified, we assume n > 2 in the rest for simplicity,
although most of the results are valid without this restriction.

Let U G d(I X Mm) be the submanifold / X [p,pm) U 0 X A.
Theorem. // vt,(S(7X A, / X Mm rel U)) ss 0 for all i g k and all m, then
trk+2(Sd(I,IxS"))^trk+3(Sn).
Assuming the results of Millett [6, Theorem 1.17] we can conclude
Corollary.

tr2n_5(&(I xL,IxMm

rel U)) * 0 when tr2n_2(Fn,Gn) =£ 0.

This provides the first example where the homotopy group of
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S(7XL,7X MmrelLO
is nontrivial.
The rest of the paper will be devoted to a proof of the theorem. We prove
two propositions which, together, imply the theorem. When P C Mm is a
subpolyhedron, we denote 7 X P by Px. We often identify 7 X a with 7 (and
0 X a with a) for a distinguished

Proposition

point a E Int Mm.

1. If 77,(S(L1,A/J1
rel U)) = 0 for all i 2=k and m, then

w,(S(7,7 X Mm relO)) =£ 0/or all i g k + 1 and m.

Proposition 2. If 7r,(S(7,7X Mm relO)) = 0 for all i tk p and m, then
*7,.(S8(7,7XS")) a trM(Sn) for alii g p + 1.
1. Proof of Proposition 1. By a cell we always mean a convex cell. Let

77 C L be a one-cell such that 77 n 9Mm = {p} (977 = {p,q}), V = I X 977
U 0 X 77, and A a subinterval of 77 - {p) containing q. Also C = 7 X 17U 0
XN.
Lemma 3. The following are Kanfibrations,

where r is the restriction:

&(HX,M^ rel V) =->S(77',Mm relO X 77 U 7Xp)

(a)

-^S{lXq,M^re\Oxq).

(b)

&(HX,Mxm
rel V U A1) <^»&(HX,Mxm
rel K) -^ S(A!, A/J,, rel C).

This lemma follows from Lemma 1 of [1].
Note that the total space of (a) is contractible

by the next lemma.

Lemma 4. Let K be an i-disk in a q-manifold Q (i ^ q) and U a neighborhood

of Kin Qsuch that (U,K) « (Dx X 7)'"1 X Z)?"',/X £>'"' X 0). Then

&(K,Q rel (Kf\ dQ))
is contractible.

The proof is an easy application of the Alexander trick, (see [5, 3A], for
example) and is omitted here.
Definition. A ^-modification of M with respect to &(K,MrelY) is a

(k + l)-homeotopy F E %(M rel Y) such that F\0x Akx M U I X d\x

K

— identity. Ft will stand for F\t X At X M. When there is no confusion, we
omit mentioning M and &{K,M rel Y).

Lemma 5. The natural inclusion i: S^'.AfJ,

relC) -> S(a',M0'

relC) w a

homotopy equivalence for all Art^ 0.

Proof. Let/represent an element [/] of ttk(&(Nx, M0' rel C)). We show that
[/] = iM for some g E &(Nx,Mm relC).
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First, shrink f(Ak X 1 X A) toward f(Ak X 1 X q), using Im/as the trace of
= A, ° /satisfies

the ^-modification A so that the end result/'

f'(x X 1 X A) n x X 1 X 3A/m = 0.
Next, apply a similar argument to f'(Ak x / x A) so that the end result/"
a ^-modification satisfies

of

f"(Ak X A1) n Ak X / X dMm = 0.
Now g = f" represents an element of trk(&(Nx, MxmrelC)).

This proves our

claim.
Inactivity of i^ is proved similarly.
Proof

of Proposition

1. Since the total space of Lemma 3(a) is contracti-

ble, all we need to show is tTj(&(Hx,M^ rel V)) ss 0 for all i S k and all m,
because
vr,.+1(S(/,7 X Mm relO)) s. trl+ x(&(I X q,MxmrelO X q))

^tTj(&(Hx,MxmrelV)).

Note that
tTj(&(Hx,Mxmrel V U A1)) - t7,(S(a',Mxm+Xrel U))
(see the next lemma and [5, 3B] for a scheme of a proof). The latter group is
trivial from our hypothesis if i ^ k. Hence
tTj(S(Hx,Mxmrel V)) a tij(&(Nx,MxmrelC))

=s tTj(&(Hx,A/f] rel V))

at vr,.(S(A1,Mx relC))

for / ^ A:,

where the first and the last isomorphisms are obtained from the homotopy
exact sequence of the fibration (b) of Lemma 3, and the second one from
Lemma 5. The last group is trivial by the Alexander trick. This completes the

proof.
Before starting the proof of Proposition 2, we need another lemma. Let

J = [0,\\ G /, and 3 = 3A
Lemma 6. S, j(I,D"+x) is homotopy equivalent to &S(I,I X S").

Proof. Take a small (n + l)-cell A in Int D"+x such that E D J = /. Then
Cl (Dn+X - A) is homeomorphic to / X S". Identify Cl (Dn+X - A) with
I X S" by this homeomorphism.
With this identification there is a natural inclusion

i: &s(I,lxSn)^Su(I,Dn+x).
Let us show that .„, is surjective on the kth homotopy group. Let
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[/] E ttk(&XJ(I,Dn+x)).

Then we can choose an (n + l)-cell £" in InlD"+x such that E' n J
= 7 and £" n Im/= At.x}. We can find a ^-modification « of D"+x
keeping dD"+x U 7 fixed such that «0 = identity and hx(E') = E. Now
hx ° f E S9(7,7X 5"). This proves the surjectivity. Injectivity is proved simi-

larly.
2. Transverse intersection. In this section we start a proof of Proposition 2.
Because there is a Kan fibration

&u(I,Dn+x) ** S0>,(7,7>"+1)-*» S0(-/^n+1X
where the total space is contractible by the Alexander trick, and the fibre is
homotopy equivalent to S9(7,7 X S"), it is sufficient to show that
<trk(&0(J,Dn+x)) a 77^(5")
In order to define e, let f:AkXj->AkX
group element; then the composition

for * < p + 2.
D"+' represent

a kth homotopy

Ak X ^ -U A* X (Z)"+1- 0) -» 7T+1 - 0 -» S"»
represents <?*([/]).
It is easy to see that e+ is surjective. We show that e+ is injective. For this
purpose, assume that e*([/]) = 0.
The symbol A stands for Ak when no confusion is expected.
Now choose a number d (0 < d < 1), so that/(x X Inty) D x X dS" ^ 0
for all x E A.
Then choose triangulations of A X J, A X D"+' and A so that the following
conditions are satisfied.
(l)/is a simplicial map with respect to these triangulations.
(2) it: A X Dn+X -> A is simplicial.

(3) A X t7S", Im/ n A X dS", A X 0 are subcomplexes. The triangulation of
A above is denoted by (2. Also, if S C A X D"+x and B E A, S\B = S
n tt~x(B).
We will look at K = Im/ n Ax </S"first.
Definition. If a is a simplex of 0, we denote components of 7C|Inta by
C(b)x, ..., C(d)m (for some m). We order C(d)x, C(d)2, ..., C(b)m so that
7>2(/_1(C(°-);\x))< p2(f~x (C(b)j\x)) if and only if i <j for x E Into,
where p2 is the projection AxJ—>J. The closure of C(d)j is denoted by C(o)j.
Note that 7r(C(a),) = o and C(a), is a simplex in K.
Lemma 7. We may assume that dim(C(a),)
homeomorphism.

This is a direct consequence

= dim a, hence tt: C(o)j -^ o is a

of the general position lemma ([6, Lemma 3.4],
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or [2], for example) which states that there is a /^-modification A of Dn+X such

that

ImCFJof) n x X dS" § max(0,dim7 + dim(dS") - dimA"+1).
Definition.
(1) When a G C(o)t with dim a = k, and / intersects Int a
X dS" transversely along C(r>)., we call the point a essential. Otherwise it is
removable.

M'f = U \f(x,p)\P

O)

= min{q\f(x,q)

*eA v.

osj

GxX dSn)\

J

Mf = Cl (M'f).
Note that AA = Uo6eC(a)r,

hence it is a subcomplex

of K.

Lemma 8. There exists a k-modification A such that the subcomplex MFo,
defined by using Fx ° f (instead off) consists of essential points only.

For the proof we would like to define a /^-modification by the join extension

which will be useful quite often.
Lemma 9. Let Ebean(n + k + l)-cell in A X (D"+x - 0) such that o = 77(A)
is a k-cell, and let Y be a convex n-cell in D"+x so that if W = 0 X Y, A n W
is a properly embedded (k + n)-cell in E. If X = (3 A n W) * b, where b
G Int A, then there is a k-modification A of Dn+X such that

(i)Fx(W D E) = X,
(ii) A,IAX Dn+X- A = identity .
Note that if A C I X D", Y = d X D", b = d' Xy (0 < d' < d), and
Im/ n x X Y n A = Im/ n x X [d, 1] X D" n A = {a point)
for x G Int77(A), in addition,

then Fx(lmf) D x X Y n E = 0

for x

G IntTr(A).
Note also that even if Y' is not convex, we can still apply the above

argument to push Im/ n x X Y' n A off x X Y' as long as there is a
homeomorphism commuting with the projection of pairs between (A, o X Y'

n A) and (A, W n A), with W convex.
Proof of Lemma 8. This is an application of the join modification defined
above. We start from /c-simplices of Q and work downward. Let o G 6 be a ksimplex, then from our choice of d in the beginning and Lemma 7 (application
of general position), we find C(b)m, where m is the smallest of fs such that
C(d)j consists of transverse intersection points. If m — 1, we have the
situation we want. Suppose m > 1, then C(o)x is removable. It is not difficult

to find an (n + k + l)-cell A in A X (D"+x - 0) that satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) 77(A) = a.

(2) A n f(x XJ) n x X dD"+x is a properly embedded 1-disk in E\x for all
x G Into.
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(3)E\X = C(o)x\x if x E do.

(4) If E n C(d)j ¥=0, then/ = 1.
(5) (E\X,E n x X dS") is homeomorphic to the standard disk pair (7>"+1,
D") for x E Into.
Now push C(d)x off x X dS" (x E Into) by the previous
choosing b = v X w where v is the barycenter of o and

w E Int(E

lemma,

by

n vXdDn+x).

By Lemma 9 this can be realized as a /c-modification. Repeat the process until
all C(a),'s with i < m are removed.
We repeat the process for all A>simplices of S. Suppose we have removed the
removable points as above over all simplices which are (f + l)-dimensional or

higher.
Let o be a/-simplex of G, and assume C(o)x is removable as before.
If we let N(o, A) denote a A>cell in A which is a relative neighborhood of a
in A, we can construct an (« + k + l)-cell E satisfying similar conditions as
above by taking A (a, A) small enough. Choosing b = v X w, where v is the
barycenter of a and w as before, we can remove C(o)x by the join modification.
The join modification does not produce new intersection of Im/ and A X dS"
because of its definition. Repeating the process until j = 0, we are done.
If we assume that our original / satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 8, we can

conclude that
(a)

T C AxdDn+x,
N

(b)

T n A X dS" = U C(a,), = M(,
i=i
' '
}

where

T = Tf=
3

and a,, ...,

U f{x X [0,t(x)]\

xe\

t(x) = max{t'(x)\f(x X t'(x)) E A/A
J

oN are all /c-simplices of 6. We use Tx = T n tt~x(x) in the rest

of the paper.
3. Proof of Proposition 2. We continue the proof of Proposition 2 started in
the previous section. In particular, we assume that the representative / satisfies
conditions (a) and (b) of §2 as well as conditions (1), (2) and (3) in the
beginning of the section.
Our objective is to prove

Lemma 10. Suppose 7r;(S0(7,7X Mn)) a 0 for i; ^ k - 2. Then there exists a
k-isotopy g E S0(-dI,dDn+x) satisfying
(a) Img n T = A X 0.
(b) g|8A X (-di) U A X 0 = identity.
Note that a new /c-isotopy
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/Up

A x [-rf, 5]-> AxdDn+x

defined by
/Ug|Afcx67=/

and / U g\Ak X (-di)

= g

for some 5 (0 < 8 < <A)represents an element of trk(&0([-d,8],dD"+x)).

Proof of Proposition 2 assuming Lemma 10. In order to show that the
homomorphism e+ defined in §2 is injective, it is sufficient to show that
y#([/]) = 0. Here
U &r(J,Dn+x)

*+ &0(J,Dn+x) ■** G&0(J,Dn+x)

is a Kan fibration in which y is to take germs near 0. (See [1], for example.)
Lemma 4 and a method similar to the proof of Lemma 6 or [5, 3A] show
that the fibre is contractible, and imply our assertion above.
Let/: Ax/^Ax
D"+x be as before. If we take a small enough positive

8 < 1, then
/(A X [0,6]) C A X IntDn+X and /(A X [0,5]) n Img = A X 0.
It is sufficient to show that the element of irk(&0([0, 8], D"+ )) represented
the restriction of/is trivial when

by

h = /|A X 5: A X 8 -» A x (dDn+x- 0) -» dS"
represents

the trivial element

of 7rk(dS") = vk(S").

First, we may assume

that

g\A X (—d) = identity . Indeed, consider the Kan fibration

S({ax,a2},S" rel {a,}) *♦ &({ax,a2},S") -^ S(ax,S"),
where the fibre is contractible.
Now the /c-isotopy / U g defined in the lemma can be extended to
H G %(dDn+x relO). We can require that H\dAxdDx = identity by the
Alexander trick. Hence >Y|AX {—d,d) represents an element of
trk(&({ax,a2),Sn))

by a suitable identification. Since ^ is an isomorphism, this element is trivial
if and only if H\Axd is. Using H(A X [8, d]) as the trace of homotopy, we see
that this represents the trivial element if /|A X 5 represents the trivial element

in trk(S").
Now/ U g represents an element of trk(&(-I U J,Dn+x rel (-1,0})) by an
identification (dDn+x is identified with Dn+X, -di with -/, and [0,8] with /).
We show that this is trivial. Note that in the following Kan fibrations

S(-7 U J,D"+x rel {-1,0}) C &(-! U J,D"+x rel (-1)) -±> &(0,D"+X),
S(-7 U J,Dn+X rel {-!,$}) C S(-7 U J,Dn+X rel (-1)) -*> &(\,Dn+x),
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So is

S(-7 U J,D"+X rel {- 1,5}) by the Alexander trick. This shows

S(-7 U J,Dn+x rel {-1,0})
is also contractible. This shows, in particular, that/|A X [0,5] represents the
trivial element in <itk(&0([0,8],Dn+x)).
Proof of Lemma 10. We have chosen the triangulations so that/and
the
projection 77:Ak X dDn+x -» Ak are simplicial. The construction of g is done
skeletonwise starting from the 0-skeleton Ak ' where it is obvious because

(dD"+x - Im/) U {0} is connected. (g\dAkx(-dI)

is defined to be the

identity once and for all.)
Suppose we have constructed g on Ak ' X (—di). Let a be a/-simplex of
Ak with the above triangulation. Then g can be extended to N(do) X (—di),
where N(do) is a collar of 9a in a. To see this, first note that for a small £ > 0

there is a/-homeotopy F E %(dDn+x reldS" U {0}) such that
F(x X [0,e]) = f(x X [0,e]) C x X IntdDn+x
for all x E a, by thej-isotopy extension theorem of Hudson ([3] or [4]) and
our codimension restriction. Let P = F~ (g(do X (-di))), and L be a subpolyhedron of (do X 7) X dDn+x defined as lJxeda.tsI(x,t,F(Px)),
where A(9a) is
identified with 9a X 7 and x E do = 9a X 0. If we take A(9a) small enough,
L n Tx = x X 0 for any x E N(do). Define g(y X (-di)) = Ly for y
E A(9a). The actual definition of g is easy because %d(Dx) is contractible. Let
K = T n ir~ (x0). Without loss of generality we may assume that K n
x0 X (—di) = x0 X {0] by moving K via an isotopy if necessary.
Note that for any/-cell a' in a (x0 E a' and a E &), there is a/-homeotopy
between 0' X K and T n tt~ (a') because / was simplicial with respect to Q
and we assume condition (b) of §2 is satisfied, where a' = Cl (a - A(9a)). We
can choose N(do) so that a' is a convex cell. By a similar application of the
isotopy extension theorem of Hudson again, we identify T f~)7t~x(o') with
a'X TC. Then we can consider g|6V X (—di) to represent an element in
ttj_x{S((-dI) U K,dDn+x rel A-)).
Because n > 3, we can find a manifold N in dDn+x such that

(i) K - 0 C Int N U (N n dS"),
(ii) Cl (dDn+x - N) « I x Mv for some p,
(iii) Img fl xXA = xX0forx
E 9a'.
Now g|9a' X (-*77) represents an element of ttj_x(S(I,I X Mv rel0)) by this
identification. The hypothesis of Lemma 10 claims this is trivial if y" g k — 1,
and g can be extended to a' X (—di). Since the extension is done as an element
of S(7,7 X Mv relO), all the conditions of the lemma are satisfied.
This argument can be used as long as/ g k — I, because our hypothesis is
valid in this range. Assume that we have constructed g on A^-1' X (—di). Let
a be a /c-simplex of A (with the same triangulation G). As before, we can extend
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g to A(3a) X (-di). Again as before, we may assume A n tr~x(o') = o' X K.
However, by Lemma 8 we know that (x X dD"+x, Tx) » (Dn+x,I) and we
may assume An tr~x(o') = o' X di. Now g\do' x(-dl)
represents a (k
- l)st homotopy group element of &(-dI U dI,dDn+x reldl). Since this
complex is contractible by the Alexander trick, the extension is complete.
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